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Abstract
This white paper describes a new project exploring the design and implementation of “self-* storage systems:” selforganizing, self-configuring, self-tuning, self-healing, self-managing systems of storage bricks. Borrowing organizational ideas from corporate structure and automation technologies from AI and control systems, we hope to dramatically reduce the administrative burden currently faced by data center administrators. Further, compositions of
lower cost components can be utilized, with available resources collectively used to achieve high levels of reliability,
availability, and performance.
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1 Introduction
As computer complexity has grown and system costs have shrunk, system administration has become a dominant factor in both ownership cost and user dissatisfaction. The research community
is quite aware of this problem, and there have been well-publicized calls to action [27, 51]. Storage
systems are key parts of the equation for several reasons. First, storage is where the persistent data
is kept, making it a critical system component. Second, storage represents 40–60% of hardware
costs in modern data centers, and 60–80% of the total cost of ownership [1, 32]. Third, storage
administration (including capacity planning, backup, load balancing, etc.) is where much of the
administrative effort lies; Gartner [17] and others [24] have estimated the task at one administrator
per 1–10 terabytes, which is a scary ratio with multi-petabyte data centers on the horizon.
Many industry efforts are working to simplify “storage management” by developing tools to
reduce the effort of managing traditional storage system designs. We believe that this approach is
fundamentally limited, much like that of adding security to a finished system rather than integrating
it into the system design. We believe that what is needed is a step back and a clean-slate redesign
of storage in the data center. Without re-architecting storage systems, administration complexity
will continue to dominate administrator workloads and ownership cost.
This white paper overviews current storage administration tasks and outlines a storage architecture that integrates automated management functions to simplify them. We refer to such
systems as self-* storage systems in an attempt to capture many recent buzzwords in a single
meta-buzzword; self-* (pronounced “self-star”1 ) storage systems should be self-configuring, selforganizing, self-tuning, self-healing, self-managing, etc. Ideally, human administrators should
have to do nothing more than provide muscle for component addition, guidance on acceptable risk
levels (e.g., reliability goals), and current levels of satisfaction.
We think in terms of systems composed of networked “intelligent” storage bricks [14, 15, 26],
each consisting of CPU(s), RAM, and a number of disks. Although special-purpose hardware may
speed up network communication and data encode/decode operations, it is the software functionality and distribution of work that could make such systems easier to administer and competitive
in performance and reliability. Designing self-*-ness in from the start allows construction of highperformance, high-reliability storage infrastructures from weaker, less-reliable base units; with a
RAID-like argument [37] at a much larger scale, this is the storage analogue of cluster computing’s
benefits relative to historical supercomputers.
Our self-* storage design meshes insights from AI, corporate theory, and storage systems. It
borrows the management hierarchy concept from corporate structure [46]: supervisory oversight
without micro-management. Each storage brick (a “worker”) tunes and adapts its operation to its
observed workload and assigned goals. Data redundancy across and within storage bricks provides
fault tolerance and creates opportunities for automated reconfiguration to handle many problems.
Out-of-band supervisory processes assign datasets and goals to workers, track their performance
and reliability status, and exchange information with human administrators. Dataset assignments
and redundancy schemes are dynamically adjusted based on observed and projected performance
and reliability.
We refer to self-* collections of storage bricks as storage constellations. In exploring self-*
storage, we plan to develop and deploy a large-scale (1 PB) storage constellation, called Ursa
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“Self-*” is a play on the wild-card character, ‘*’, used in many programs.
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Major, with capacity provided to research groups (e.g., in data mining and scientific visualization)
around Carnegie Mellon who rely on large quantities of storage for their work. We are convinced
that such deployment and maintenance is necessary to evaluate self-* storage’s ability to simplify
administration for system scales and workload mixes that traditionally present difficulties. As well,
our use of low-cost hardware and immature software will push the boundaries of fault-tolerance
and automated recovery mechanisms, which are critical for storage infrastructures.
The remainder of this white paper is organized in three sections. Section 2 discusses storage
administration in general. Section 3 describes our self-* storage architecture. Section 4 overviews
our current design and plan for building and deploying the first prototype system (Ursa Minor).

2 Storage administration
The human costs of storage administration are estimated to be 4–8 times that of storage hardware
and software costs [1, 24, 32], even with today’s expensive, special-purpose storage subsystems.
With the industry’s push towards using commodity-priced, consumer-quality components, administrative overheads will only worsen unless there are changes in approach. This section discusses
storage administration functions and efforts to automate some of them.

2.1 Storage administration functions
“Storage administration” and “storage management” are catch-all terms for a large set of tasks. As
a result, a solid definition has not been available, making it a vague target for improvement. To
help clarify our goals, this section offers one categorization of storage administration tasks.
Data protection: Perhaps the most important role of a storage infrastructure, and thus task
source for storage administrators, is ensuring the continued existence and accessibility of stored
data in the face of accidents and component failures. Data protection addresses up to four concerns:
user mistakes and client software problems that corrupt data (e.g., deletion followed by regret),
failures of a small subset of components (e.g., a disk head crash or server failure), site and largescale failures (e.g., building collapse), and long-term archiving. All four concerns are handled with
redundancy (usually replication), with solutions differing by where replicas are kept and how outof-date they may get [29]. Administrative tasks include creating replicas, tracking their locations,
and accessing them when needed. All four concerns can be addressed by the well-known “tape
backup” approach, where replicas are copied onto tape media, though with substantial equipment
and/or human effort costs.
Performance tuning: The performance of storage systems always seems to be a concern for
administrators. Achieving better performance from existing components can involve a variety of
load balancing and device (re-)configuration tasks. First, opportunities for improvement must be
identified, requiring information about workloads, hot spots, correlated access patterns, and performance goals. Second, decisions about what to change must be made, which requires some insight
into how each choice will affect system performance—such insights are particularly difficult to
acquire for device-specific tuning knobs. Third, changes must be implemented, which may require
restarting components and/or moving large quantities of data—coordinating any down-time and
completing data reorganization efficiently can be significant burdens.
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Planning and deployment: Capacity planning, or determining how many and which types of
components to purchase, is a key task for storage administrators. It arises at initial deployment,
as components fail, and as capacity and performance requirements change over time. Effective
capacity planning requires estimated workload information, growth predictions, and rough device
models. Beyond any paperwork for purchasing new equipment, acquisitions require hardware and
software installation and configuration, followed by data migration. In many existing systems,
significant work is involved whenever data must be moved to new devices—the process can be as
bad as taking the existing storage off-line, configuring and initializing the new components, and
then restoring the data onto the new components.
Monitoring and record-keeping: System administration involves a significant amount of effort just to stay aware of the environment. For example, someone must keep track of the inventory
of on-line and spare resources, the configurations of existing components, the datasets (a.k.a. volumes) and their users, the locations and contents of any off-line backup media, etc. As the number
of information tidbits grows, so does the need for strict policies on maintaining such records. For
on-line components, there is also an active monitoring task—a watchful eye must be kept on the
reliability and performance status of system components, to identify potential trouble spots early.
Diagnosis and repair: Despite prophylactic measures, problem situations arise that administrators must handle. Proactive mechanisms, like on-line redundancy, can mask some failures
until they can be handled at an administrator’s convenience. But, at some point, a human must
become aware of the problem and do something about it (e.g., replace failed components). More
work-intensive repairs can involve new acquisitions and restoring data from backup media. More
complex situations involve diagnosis: for example, an administrator must often deduce sources of
problems from vague descriptions like “performance is insufficient” or “some data corruption is
occurring.”
The breakdown above leaves out generic but time-consuming tasks, such as reporting and
training of new administrators. Also, there are certainly other ways to usefully categorize storage administration tasks, such as by the tools used or by whether they are reactive or proactive
activities.

2.2 Efforts to simplify administration
The state-of-the-art for many storage administration tasks is sad, historically relying on an unintegrated, ad hoc collection of tools provided with the individual components or created by the data
center’s administrators. There are, of course, tools for many of the mechanical tasks, such as controlling backup/restore and migrating data while providing online access. Similarly, monitoring
and basic diagnosis are aided by tools for polling and visualizing device-collected statistics. A current industry focus [44, 45] is on standardizing access to these statistics, as is done via SNMP [8]
in networks. Most storage administrative functions, however, require planning in the context of the
data center’s workloads and priorities, and much of it currently happens via active human thinking.
Despite recent “calls to arms” [27, 51], automation of management functions has long been
a goal of system designers. For example, 20 years before coining the term “Autonomic Computing,” IBM was working on the goal of “system-managed storage” [18]. Early efforts focused on
simplifying administration by introducing layers of storage abstraction (e.g., SCSI’s linear LBN
address space) that we now take for granted in block-based storage systems. Prior to these efforts,
low-level device details (e.g., media defects and rotational position sensing) were issues of concern
3

for administrators.
More recent efforts have focused on raising the administrative abstraction further. Most notable is HP Labs’s vision of attribute-managed storage [21]. Given high-level workload and device
model specifications, the HP Labs researchers have been able to create tools that design costeffective storage systems to meet those goals [2, 6, 7]. This work paves the way for self-* storage
systems by tackling one of the most important problems: goal specification. Unfortunately, it
still expects unrealistic prescience on the part of system administrators; specifically, it requires
accurate models of workloads, performance requirements, and devices. Device models could be
provided by manufacturers or automated extraction tools [4, 40, 48], but workload characterization has stumped storage researchers for decades [16]. Expecting system administrators to do it in
practice is a show-stopper.2 Inside the infrastructure, however, such goal specification and usage
mechanisms will be critical.
Another approach to automating administration is to simply reduce the need for it. For example, on-line data redundancy can help with many data protection issues. Most storage infrastructures can mask at least some failures with on-line redundancy across devices; commonly referred
to today as “RAID” [9, 37], this basic approach has a very long history. Researchers continue
to seek cost-effective ways to increase the fault tolerance window, thereby reducing the pressure
on backup/restore activities. In addition, the effort involved with backup/restore has been significantly reduced by the increasing prevalence of on-line snapshot support in storage systems [11, 25].
Remote replication of storage [13, 38] to a secondary site can reduce the time and effort of lowdowntime disaster recovery. On-line archival systems [10, 12, 31] can simplify long-term storage.
In other areas, interposed request routing [3] and smart file system switches [30, 53] can address
load balancing and other issues by embedding dynamic routing in the system; these are examples
of the much-ballyhooed “virtualization” concept, which boils down to adding a level of indirection. Efforts like those mentioned above provide tools for self-* storage systems, but they address
only the mechanism portion of the equation; selecting policies and configuration settings remain
tasks for the administrator.
There have been numerous projects exploring various aspects of dynamic and adaptive tuning
of storage systems. We will not review them here, but building self-* storage will obviously involve
borrowing extensively from such prior work.

2.3 Brick-based storage infrastructures
Today’s large-scale storage systems are extremely expensive and complex, with special-purpose
disk array controllers, Fibre Channel SANs, robotic tape systems, etc. Much lower cost per terabyte could be realized by instead using collections of commodity PC components. As a result,
many share our vision of storage infrastructures composed of large numbers of low-cost, interchangeable building blocks, called storage bricks [14, 15, 26]. Each storage brick is a networked,
rack-mounted server with CPU, RAM, and a number of disk drives. The per-brick CPU and RAM
provide necessary resources for caching and data organization functionality. Example brick designs provide 0.5–5 TB of storage with moderate levels of reliability, availability, and performance.
Ideally, high levels of these properties can be achieved by intra- and inter-brick redundancy mech2

Note that this does not mean that I/O workload characterization is no longer worth pursuing. It will play a critical
role in self-* storage systems, and continuing research (e.g., [ 49]) will be needed.
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anisms and appropriate data and workload distribution.
Achieving this ideal is the challenge. Making matters worse, replacing carefully-engineered
(and internally redundant) monolithic systems with collections of smaller, weaker systems usually
increases administrative overhead, as the number of components increases and their robustness
decreases. Thus, there is a very real possibility that shifting towards low-cost hardware only serves
to increase the total cost of ownership by increasing storage administrative loads. Overall, the
desire to shift towards less expensive, brick-based storage infrastructures increases the need for
self-* storage systems.

3 Self-* storage architecture
Dramatic simplification of storage administration requires that associated functionalities be designedin from the start and integrated throughout the storage system design. System components must
continually collect information about tasks and how well they are being accomplished. Regular re-evaluation of configuration and workload partitioning must occur, all within the context of
high-level administrator guidance.
The self-* storage project is designing an architecture from a clean slate to explore such integration. The high-level system architecture, shown in Figure 1, borrows organizational concepts
from corporate structure.3 Briefly, workers are storage bricks that adaptively tune themselves,
routers are logical entities that deliver requests to the right workers, and supervisors plan systemwide and orchestrate from out-of-band. This section describes the administration/organization
components and the data storage/access components. It concludes with some discussion of how a
self-* storage system can simplify storage administration.

3.1 Administration and organization
Several components work together to allow a self-* constellation to organize its components and
partition its tasks. We do not believe that complex global goals can be achieved with strictly local
decisions; some degree of coordinated decision making is needed. The supervisors, processes playing an organizational role in the infrastructure, form a management hierarchy. They dynamically
tune dataset-to-worker assignments, redundancy schemes for given datasets, and router policies.
Supervisors also monitor the reliability and performance status of their subordinates and predict
future levels of both. The top of the hierarchy interacts with the system administrator, receiving
high-level goals for datasets and providing status and procurement requests. Additional services
(e.g., event logging and directory), which we refer to as administrative assistants, are also needed.
This subsection describes envisioned roles of the administrative interface, the supervisors, and
some administrative assistants.
3.1.1 Administrative interface
Although less onerous to manage, a self-* storage system will still require human administrators
to provide guidance, approve procurement requests, and physically install and repair equipment.
3
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Figure 1: Architecture of self-* storage. The top of the diagram is the management hierarchy, concerned with the
distribution of goals and the delegation of storage responsibilities from the system administrator down to the individual
worker devices. The bottom of the diagram depicts the path of I/O requests from clients, through routing nodes, to the
workers for service. Note that the management infrastructure is logically independent of the I/O request path, and that
the routing is logically independent of the clients and the workers.
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Critical to self-* storage’s ability to self-manage is having an external entity (the system administrator) specify the high-level goals for the system [21]. Unfortunately, it is unrealistic to
expect administrators to be able to provide detailed SLA-style specifications of such goals. There
is some hope that availability and reliability goals [28] can be derived from various business continuity and insurance costs (à la risk management). Performance goals, on the other hand, better
fit a model of rough initial defaults and in situ refinement based on complaints like “ is not fast
enough.” Such complaint-based tuning is intuitive, simple to understand, and should provide the
system with sufficient feedback to revise performance targets and priorities for datasets.
When a complaint is registered, the supervisors examine the performance of the flagged
dataset(s). If performance meets current goals, then the target values are modified (e.g., towards
lower latency or higher throughput). If it does not, then priorities among datasets may be modified, but, also, the administrator must be made aware of the need for additional resources or lower
expectations.
The administrative interface must provide information and assistance to the system administrator when problems arise or trade-offs are faced. For example, there is usually a trade-off
between performance and reliability. The administrator needs to be made aware of such trade-offs
when they complain about performance beyond the point of the current system’s ability to tune.
In addition to identifying problems, the system needs to help the administrator find solutions. For
performance, availability, and reliability goals, the system should tell the administrator how much
better it could do with more devices, providing guidance for procurement decisions that involve
financial trade-offs.

X

3.1.2 Supervisors
The hierarchy of supervisor nodes controls how data is partitioned among workers, and how requests are distributed. A supervisor’s objective is to partition data and goals among its subordinates
(workers or lower-level supervisors) such that, if its children meet their assigned goals, the goals
for the entire subtree will be met. Creating this partitioning is not easy. Prior to partitioning the
workload, the supervisor needs to gain some understanding of the capabilities of each of its workers. Similar to this interaction in human organizations, the information will be imperfect, resulting
in some trial-and-error and observation-based categorization.
Supervisors disseminate “tasks” (i.e., datasets to be stored) and goals (e.g., as SLOs in the
Rome specification language [50]) to subordinates and assess their success in meeting their goals.
By communicating goals down the tree, a supervisor gives its subordinates the ability to assess
their own performance relative to goals as they internally tune. Supervisors need not concern
themselves with details of how subordinates meet their goals.
We envision supervisors that start with weighted random distributions of tasks to workers and
then refine dynamically. Randomness provides robust load distribution and should avoid most
pathological configurations. Refinement guidance seeks to escape from any bad luck and to cope
with heterogeneity of dataset goals, worker capabilities, and workload distributions. Approaches
based on off-line optimization are not our focus because of the difficulty of characterizing workloads and of modeling adaptive storage components. Instead, answers from off-line optimization
will be used as hints, with on-line adaptation of configurations as the final arbiter.
Three main types of information from subordinates are desired by supervisors: per-dataset
workload information, worker capabilities, and predictions. The workload can be provided in full,
7

as a trace, or in the form of summary statistics. Capabilities will necessarily be rough estimates,
given that they depend on workload characteristics, but predictions can often be more accurate. For
example, a worker that can simulate itself (e.g., as most disks can for request scheduling purposes)
could answer queries like, “How well would you meet your goals if workload
were added?”,
and its recent workload. Such support could speed up
by simulating the interleaved traces of
optimization and prune poor decisions without inflicting a performance penalty on the system via
trial-and-error.
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3.1.3 Administrative assistants
A self-* constellation requires internal services, beyond those described above, in order to function—
critical, and yet often under-appreciated, these are the administrative assistants of a self-* system. For example, a directory service is needed to help the various components translate component/service names to their locations in the network. Similarly, a “first contact” service is needed
to connect new components (who use broadcast or hand-configured values to find the directory
service) to appropriate supervisors and/or workers. An event logging/notification service is desirable for localizing the various internal information about what is happening in the system; this
information is crucial for discovery and diagnosis of current problems and potential problems.
When untrusted clients have direct network access to workers, a security service is needed for
authentication and access control.

3.2 Data access and storage
Workers store data and routers ensure that I/O requests are delivered to the appropriate workers for
service. Thus, self-* clients interact with a self-* routers to access data.
Ideally, a self-* storage system should export a high-level storage abstraction, such as files, to
its clients. It should expose a namespace that is much larger than would be needed by the largest
system that would be deployed, dynamically mapping live parts of the namespace to physical
storage. In particular, namespace boundaries should not be observed even when a system’s capacity
limit is reached. Traditional block storage systems, which export a linear space of numbered blocks
(0 to
1 for an
block device), create substantial administrative headaches when capacity
growth is required.
We envision two types of self-* clients. Trusted clients are considered a part of the system,
and may be physically co-located with other components (e.g., router instances). Examples are file
servers or databases that use the self-* constellation as back-end storage. Such a file server might
export a standard interface (e.g., NFS or CIFS) and translate file server requests to internal self-*
activity, allowing unmodified systems to access a self-* constellation. Untrusted clients interact
directly with self-* workers, via self-* routers, to avoid file server bottlenecks [19]. Such clients
must be modified to support the self-* constellation’s internal protocols, and workers must verify
their access privileges on each request. We expect many environments will contain a mix of both
client types.
The remainder of this section discusses routers and workers in more detail.

N

N
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3.2.1 Routers
Routers deliver client requests to the appropriate workers. Doing so requires metadata for tracking current storage assignments, consistency protocols for accessing redundant data, and choices
of where to route particular requests (notably, READs to replicated data). We do not necessarily envision the routing functionality in hardware routers—it could be software running on each
client, software running on each worker, or functionality embedded in interposed nodes. There are
performance trade-offs among these, but the logical functions being performed remain unchanged.
An important part of a self-* router’s job is correctly handling accesses to data stored redundantly across storage nodes. Doing so requires a protocol to maintain data consistency and
liveness in the presence of failures and concurrency. Many techniques exist for solving these problems, with varying assumptions about what can fail, how, and the implications for performance
and scalability.
Self-* routers play a dynamic load balancing role in that they have flexibility in deciding
which servers should handle certain requests. In particular, this decision occurs when new data are
created and when READ requests access redundant data. The load balancing opportunities can be
further enhanced by opportunistic replication of read-mostly data [30] and dynamic querying of
workers in low-latency communication environments.
3.2.2 Workers
Workers service requests for and store assigned data. We expect them to have the computation
and memory resources needed to internally adapt to their observed workloads by, for example,
reorganizing on-disk placements and specializing cache policies. Workers also handle storage
allocation internally, both to decouple external naming from internal placements and to allow support for internal versioning. Workers keep historical versions (e.g., snapshots) of all data to assist
with recovery from dataset corruption. Although the self-* storage architecture would work with
workers as block stores (like SCSI or IDE/ATA disks), we believe they will work better with a
higher-level abstraction (e.g., objects or files), which will provide more information for adaptive
specializations.
Workers must provide support for a variety of maintenance functions, including crash recovery, integrity checking, and data migration. We envision workers being able to enumerate the set of
data items they store, allowing routing metadata to be verified (e.g., for occasional integrity checks
and garbage collection) or reconstructed (if corrupted). In addition, when supervisors decide to
move data from one worker to another, it should be a direct transfer (via a worker-to-worker COPY
request) rather than passing through an intermediary. Further, maintenance functions such as these
should happen with minimal effect on real user workloads, requiring careful scheduling of network
usage [5, 33] and disk activity [20, 35].
To simplify supervisors’ tasks, workers can provide support for tuning and diagnosis. One
useful tool will be for each worker to maintain a trace of all requests and their service times. Given
this trace, or the right summary statistics, a supervisor can evaluate the loads and effectiveness of
its workers. Logs of any internal fault events should also be exposed. Workers could also support
a query interface for predicting performance in the face of more or less work.
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3.3 Simpler storage administration
Since a primary goal of self-* storage is to simplify storage administration, it is worthwhile to
identify ways in which our architecture does so. The remainder of this section discusses specific
ways in which tasks in the five categories of storage administration are automated and simplified.
Data protection: Two concerns, user mistakes and component failures, are addressed directly
by internal versioning and cross-worker redundancy; a self-* storage system should allow users to
access historical versions directly (to recover from mistakes), and should automatically reconstruct
the contents of any failed worker. System administrators should only have to deal with replacing
failed physical components at times of their convenience. The other two concerns, disaster tolerance and archiving, involve a self-* administrative assistant and some mechanism outside of a
single self-* constellation. For example, a self-* backup service could periodically copy snapshots
to a remote replica or archival system. Alternately, a self-* mirroring service could use the event
logging/notification service to identify new data and asynchronously mirror it to a remote site.
Performance tuning: A self-* constellation should do all performance tuning itself, including
knob setting, load balancing, data migration, etc. An administrator’s only required involvement
should be in providing guidance on performance targets not being met. The administrative interface
should provide the administrator with as much detail about internals as is desired, which builds
trust, but not require manual tuning of any kind.
Planning and deployment: A self-* administrative interface should also help system administrators decide when to acquire new components. To do so, it must provide information about the
trade-offs faced, such as “The system could meet your specified goals with
more workers or
more network bandwidth.” The initialization and configuration aspects of adding components
should be completely automated. Plugging in and turning on a worker should be sufficient for it to
be automatically integrated into a self-* constellation.
Monitoring and record-keeping: A self-* storage system will track and record everything it
knows about, which includes the datasets, the components, their status, and their connections. A
reasonable system would retain a healthy history of this information for future reference.
Diagnosis and repair: Ideally, a self-* storage system will isolate and re-configure around
most problems, perhaps leaving broken components in place to be attended to later. A system
administrator will need to physically remove broken components, and perhaps replace them (à la
“planning and deployment” above). The self-* system can help in two ways: by giving simple
and clear instructions about how to effect a repair, and by completing internal reconfiguration
before asking for action (whenever possible). The latter can reduce occurrences of mistake-induced
multiple faults, such as causing data/access loss by simply removing the wrong disk in a disk array
that already has one broken. Such problems can also be reduced by having worker storage be selflabelling, such that reinstalling components allows them to be used immediately with their current
contents.
Overall, a self-* storage system should make it possible for data centers to scale to multiple
petabytes without ridiculous increases in administrator head-counts. System administrators will
still play an invaluable role in providing goals for their self-* constellation, determining when
and what to purchase, physically installing and removing equipment, and maintaining the physical
environment. But, many complex tasks will be offloaded and automated.
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4 Ursa Minor: prototype #1
We are convinced that one must build and deploy operational systems in order to effectively explore
how these ideas simplify administration. We plan to do so, in several iterations of scale, inviting
real users from the Carnegie Mellon research community (e.g., those pursuing data mining, astronomy, and scientific visualization). The users will benefit from not being forced to administer or
finance large-scale storage, two stumbling blocks for such researchers today. We benefit from the
anecdotal experiences—without trying our self-* storage ideas in a large-scale infrastructure with
real users, we will remain unable to test them on difficulties faced in real data centers.
system
iteration
1

2

3

4

5

product built
when research
finished

...

research on infrastructure

usage by customers

feedback
loop

real usage by researchers

Figure 2: Deployed infrastructure enhances both collections of researchers.

Experiences from real usage
enhances infrastructure research, while availability of infrastructure enhances information processing research. Of
course, the infrastructure research must be beyond initial stages in order to provide viable service to its users, but can
be iterated and refined over time.

The first prototype, named Ursa Minor 4 , will be approximately 15 TB spread over 45 smallscale storage bricks. The main goal of this first prototype is rapid (internal) deployment to learn
lessons for the design of a second, larger-scale instantiation of self-* storage. Ursa Major, the
revised system scaled at 100s of terabytes, will be the first deployed for other researchers to use.

4.1 Design of Ursa Minor
From the perspective of their users, our early self-* constellations will look like really big, really
fast, really reliable file servers (initially NFS version 3). The decision to hide behind a standard
file server interface was made to reduce software version complexities and user-visible changes—
user machines can be unmodified, and all bug fixes and experiments can happen transparently
behind a standard file server interface. The resulting architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. Each
4

Ursa Minor is the constellation known as the “Little Dipper” or “Little Bear”. Also, it contains Polaris (the North
Star), which provides guidance to travelers even as this first prototype will provide guidance for the self-* storage
project.
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user group 1
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head-end N

unmodified user systems
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Figure 3: “Head-end” servers bridge external clients into the self-* storage constellation.
user community will mount a single large file system, as though they were the only users, by
interacting with a specific (virtual) head-end system. As trusted clients, head-end systems act as
bridges into the self-* storage infrastructure, translating NFS commands into the infrastructure’s
internal protocols.
Internally, Ursa Minor will be an object5 store, in the “object-based storage” mold [19, 36].
Each NFS file and directory will be stored as a self-* object, identified by a unique system-wide
identifier (an object ID, or OID). Each self-* object’s contents (data and attributes) will be encoded
into some number of worker objects (e.g., replicas or erasure code chunks), each stored as an object
on a distinct worker. Each worker knows which worker objects it has and supports access to them
by their OIDs. A metadata service will translate OIDs and offsets to sets of workers holding
portions of desired objects.
Several simplifications fall out of an architecture based on explicit head-ends for different
mount points.6 First, no sharing of NFS structures across machines is necessary; a fail-over strategy, which we will base on a simple watchdog/start-new approach and NFS’s statelessness, is
needed, yet all active processing is centralized. Second, the metadata service can be partitioned
5

A storage object is essentially a generic file in a flat namespace. It has device-managed attributes (e.g., size),
opaque attributes (for use by higher-level software), and data. Object-based storage systems are expected by many to
scale more effectively and to be more easily managed than block-based storage systems.
6
Note that this architectural short-cut is not our desired end-state. We expect that head-ends will present bottlenecks
that are difficult to address (much like current file servers). Also, when we seek to add stateful file system protocols,
such as AFS and NFSv4, the simple fail-over feature will be lost.
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among head-ends by partitioning the OID namespace; this partitioning simultaneously enhances
locality and eliminates the need for decentralized management of complex metadata structures like
B-trees. Third, head-ends can play the role of the routers in our self-* storage architecture; they
can do dynamic request routing for their requests and execute consistency protocols.

4.2 Building blocks
CMU’s Parallel Data Lab (PDL) has been developing relevant technologies for several years, which
allows us to put Ursa Minor together relatively quickly. Our focus will be on implementing the data
protection aspects, embedding instrumentation, and enabling experimentation with performance
and diagnosis. The remainder of this section briefly discusses our plan for incorporating those
pieces to quickly realize the main components of Ursa Minor:
Worker: A worker is responsible for storing objects and their historical versions, for keeping a trace of requests, for tuning itself to observed usage patterns, and for efficiently supporting
maintenance functions like integrity checks and data migration. For Ursa Minor, the most important aspects will be versioning and request tracing, as these affect correctness and the ability to
diagnose. The self-securing storage project [47] has implemented an object store (called S4) that
provides exactly these functions: it keeps a trace of all requests, and its internal file system (called
CVFS) can efficiently keep every version of every object [43]. We expect to be able to adapt S4 for
Ursa Minor with minimal effort.
Disk bandwidth for maintenance functions will be provided by freeblock scheduling [35],
which we have implemented [34] and refined into a working system. For most access patterns,
it gives background disk maintenance activities 15–40% of the disk head’s time with near-zero
impact on foreground activity (i.e., real user requests). Intra-worker tuning mechanisms, such as
on-disk data reorganization [39], will be an ongoing research and implementation activity.
Router/Head-End: The head-ends are central points of contact for particular NFS trees. For
its trees, a head-end translates NFS calls and provides the router functionality for worker interactions. A local instance of the metadata service provides functions for determining how self-*
objects are encoded and determining which workers store which worker objects. This same instance handles location updates due to object creation, migration, or reconstruction; supervisors
tell it when to do so. To simplify crash recovery, such updates will be via transactions implemented
using a dedicated write-ahead log.
Substantial inter-worker redundancy will be used, with each self-* object translating into several worker objects—the common case will be one replica and several code shares ( -of- erasure
coding can space-efficiently tolerate
worker failures). The PASIS project [52] has developed
a flexible client library with support for several encoding schemes, integrity check mechanisms,
and consistency protocols. The PASIS consistency protocols [22, 23] exploit server-side versioning (as implemented by S4) to efficiently tolerate large numbers of failures, making it a good match
for our early prototype and its “inexperienced” workers.
The metadata structures used by head-ends can differentiate between object versions in time;
older versions may map to different locations and a different encoding scheme. This will be used
for a form of on-line back-up: historical snapshots will be written back into the system with a
much more failure-tolerant parameterization of the erasure codes. Occasional snapshots may also
be written over the network to “disaster recovery partners.”

m n
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Supervisors and administrative interface: Supervisors are meant to automate administrative decisions and provide a useful interface for human administrators. Both will be prototyped
and explored in Ursa Minor, but neither is critical to most of the lessons we hope to learn from
it. Exceptions are system startup and shutdown, worker discovery and integration, and collection/organization of event log and request trace information. The logs and traces, in particular, will
be crucial to diagnosis and efforts to understand how well things work in different circumstances.
For Ursa Major, of course, the supervisors and administrative interface must evolve towards the
self-* storage ideal.
The event logging/notification service will trigger and inform internal maintenance and diagnosis agents. Workers will have the ability to accept requests to log events, such as “any changes to
object
,” “capacity exceeds watermark ,” or worker-specific (and, thus, externally opaque)
changes to internal settings. Interested self-* components can subscribe to events from the event
logging service as a form of notification trigger [41][42, p. 636].
The supervisor processes can run on selected workers or dedicated nodes. Although they
centralize decision-making logic, supervisors are not central points of failure in the system, from
an availability standpoint. Routers and workers continue to function in the absence of supervisors.
Further, supervisor processes store their persistent data structures as self-* objects on workers
via the normal mechanisms; replacement processes can be restarted on some other node once the
original is determined to be off-line.
Testing and the NFS Tee: In addition to benchmarks and test scripts, we plan to test Ursa
Minor under our group’s live storage workload; the PDL has about 3 TB of on-line storage for
traces, prototype software, result files, etc. Not immediately prepared to completely trust our
data to it, we will instead duplicate every NFS request to both our real (traditional file server)
infrastructure and the Ursa Minor prototype, comparing every response to identify bugs and tune
performance. The request duplication mechanism, which we call an NFS Tee, will also be used for
experimenting with new versions of the system in the live environment. As illustrated in Figure 4,
an NFS Tee functions by interposing between clients and servers, duplicating the workload to the
currently operational version of the system and an experimental version implemented on a distinct
set of storage bricks. Occasionally, when a new version of the system is ready, data will be fully
migrated to it, and the new version will become the current version. Such live testing will be used
both for verifying that it is safe to change to the new version and to conduct experiments regarding
the relative merits of different designs.

OID

Y

5 Summary
Self-* storage has the potential to dramatically reduce the human effort required for large-scale
storage systems, which is critical as we move towards multi-petabyte data centers. Ursa Minor
will be the first instance of the self-* storage architecture, and will help us move toward truly
self-* storage infrastructures that organize, configure, tune, diagnose, and repair themselves.
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Figure 4: NFS Tees allow experimental versions of infrastructure to be tested on live workload transparently.
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